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ABSTRACT
Atmospheric aerosols play key roles in numerous atmospheric processes. They affect human
health, are substrates and components for atmospheric chemistry, and via their contribution
to clouds affect the water cycle and the energy balance of the planet. The role of aerosols
in these processes involves large uncertainty and this partly comes from an incomplete
understanding of the aerosol phase state in the atmosphere. In fact, as aerosols travel
through the atmosphere they may be exposed to temperature and humidity conditions that
alter their properties. Although some of the mechanisms involved such as the deliquescence
of soluble particles and the nucleation of cloud droplets are reasonably well understood.
Others, like hygroscopic growth below deliquescence and heterogeneous ice nucleation
remain poorly understood. This thesis aims to fill some of these knowledge gaps. For
clarity, the report is thematically separated between Pre-Deliquescence that has contributed
to three published papers (Papers I, II and III) and Ice Nucleation. Ice Nucleation involves
significant instrumentation development and has contributed to one measurement report
(Paper IV) and one technical paper presenting the developed instrument (Paper V).
I. Pre-Deliquescence
Soluble particles are characterized by their ability to dissolve into liquid water. They
take part in unique processes such as their complete solvation into brine droplets below
water saturation (deliquescence); and their surface solvation into thin liquid films below
deliquescence (pre-deliquescence). The transition from solid soluble particles to liquid
droplets is typically captured by Köhler theory which describes a modified equilibrium
vapor pressure due to (i) mixing entropy (Raoult’s law) and (ii) droplet geometry (Kelvin
effect). However, this description omits the existence of a pre-deliquesced state. Therefore
we develop a more complete model that accounts for interfacial forces giving rise to pre-
deliquescence, in a manner akin to surface melting [26, 44]. The validity of the model is
tested against previous hygroscopicity measurements of sodium chloride particles [7, 43]
and results show that the model is able to reproduce observations using a set of physically
realistic parameters. In Papers II and III the surface chemical composition of two common
atmospheric salts, sodium acetate and ammonium sulfate, is observed at pre-deliquescence
conditions using an ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy method. On
the sodium acetate sample, reversible water uptake and salt dissociation is observed as
humidity increases. Furthermore, a sodium depletion is observed at the sample surface
after completing a deliquescence/efflorescence cycle. This is attributed to the formation of
acetic acid and its enrichment at the liquid/gas interface. In the case of ammonium sulfate,












pre-deliquesced film. S0, HS-, HONO, and NH3(aq) appear simultaneously to salt solvation
and a chemical mechanism is suggested to explain the presence of these species.
II. Ice Nucleation and PINCii
The ice phase represents ≈ 65% of the total condensed water of clouds over the planet
[115, 116] and is thus a key component in understanding the role of clouds on the radiative
budget of the planet and on the hydrological cycle. In most tropospheric conditions (0°C
≥ T  -37°C), ice crystals result from heterogeneous nucleation processes requiring the
presence of specific particles. On average, only 1 in 106 atmospheric particles can act as a
suitable surface for ice nucleation [29] and identifying these particles is key to understand-
ing atmospheric ice nucleation and the development of cloud models. For this purpose, a
large part of my PhD was invested in the development of a new portable ice nucleation
chamber - PINCii. The details and evaluation of the PINCii instrument are presented
in Paper V showing that PINCii is able to reproduce well defined activation processes
such as homogeneous freezing, deliquescence and droplet formation with great accuracy.
Results also show that PINCii can perform both ice nucleation and water droplet formation
experiments with lower instrumental uncertainties than previous instruments of the same
type. The HyICE-2018 field campaign based at the Smear II station in Hyytiälä (Finland) is
presented in Paper IV. This campaign gathered various types of ice nucleation instruments
in order to quantify the concentrations and identify the sources of ice nucleating particles
in the boreal environment. Specific days were selected for ice nucleation instruments to run
in parallel and at similar experimental conditions for inter-comparison purposes. Paper IV
summarizes the aerosol properties and meteorological conditions during the campaign. It
also presents the results of the inter-comparisons showing the amplitude of the deviations
between the instruments present on site.




Atmosfäriska aerosoler spelar en nyckelroll i flera atmosfäriska processer. De påverkar
människors hälsa, är substrat och komponenter för atmosfärisk kemi och via sitt bidrag
till moln påverkar de vattnets kretslopp och jordens energibalans. Aerosolernas roll i
dessa processer är förknippat med stora osäkerheter och beror det beror till viss del på
okunskap kring aerosolers fastillstånd i atmosfären. När aerosoler färdas i atmosfären
kan de exponeras för både temperatur och luftfuktighets förhållanden som kan förändra
deras egenskaper. Även om en del mekanismer så som deliquescence av lösliga partiklar
och kärnbildning av molndroppar är tämligen väl studerade, förblir andra processer som
pre-deliquescence och heterogen kärnbildning av is dåligt förstådda. Denna avhandling
syftar till att fylla några av dessa kunskapsluckor. För tydlighetens skull är avhandlingen
tematiskt separerad mellan Pre-Deliquescence som har bidragit till tre publicerade artiklar
(Artikel I, II och III) och Ice Nucleation. Ice Nucleation innefattar betydande instrument
utveckling och har bidragit till en mät rapport (Artikel IV) och en teknisk artikel som
presenterar det utvecklande instrumentet (Artikel V).
I. Pre-deliquescence
Lösliga partiklar karaktäriseras av deras förmåga att upplösas i flytande vatten. De deltar i
unika processer så som deras fullständiga upplösning till saltvatten droppar under vatten
mättnadsgrad (deliquescence); och deras ytas upplösning till tunn flytande film under
deliquescence (pre-deliquescence). Övergången från fasta lösliga partiklar till flytande
droppar är vanligtvis skildrad av Köhlers teori som beskriver ett modifierat jämvikts
ångtryck på grund av (i) blandnings entropi (Raoult’s lag) och (ii) dropp geometri (Kelvin
effekt). Emellertid utelämnar denna beskrivning förekomsten av ett pre-deliquescence stadie.
Därmed utvecklar vi en mer komplett modell som tar hänsyn till krafter vid ytgränssnitt som
ger upphov till pre-deliquescence, på ett sätt som liknar ytsmältning [26, 44]. Modellens
validitet prövas mot tidigare hygroskopicitet mätningar av natriumklorid partiklar [7, 43]
och resultatet visar att modellen kan reproducera observationerna genom att använda
fysiskt realistiska parametrar. I Artikel II och III observeras den kemiska komposition
hos ytan av två vanliga atmosfäriska salter, natriumacetat och ammoniumsulfat under
pre-deliquescence förhållanden, genom att använda ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy metoden. För båda salterna observeras reversibelt vatten upptag och salt
upplösning medan luftfuktighet ökar. Vidare upptäcks andra arter än saltjoner som visar att
kemiska reaktioner pågår innanför filmen av pre-deliquescence. På natriumacetat provet
observeras en berikad yta av ättiksyra på grund utav rekombinationen av acetatjoner och
vätejoner. I fallet med ammoniumsulfat uppkommer mellanarter så som S0, HS-, HONO,
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and NH3(aq) samtidigt som salt upplösning således föreslås en kemisk mekanism förklara
arternas närvaro.
II. Ice Nucleation and PINCii
Is fasen representerar ≈ 65% av allt kondenserat vatten hos moln i atmosfären [115, 116]
och är således en viktig del i förståelsen av molnens inflytande på jordens strålningsbudget
och i den hydrologiska cykeln. I de flesta troposfäriska förhållanden (0°C ≥ T  -37°C) ska-
pas iskristaller genom heterogena kärnbildningsprocesser som kräver närvaro av specifika
partiklar. I genomsnitt kan endast 1 av 106 partiklar i atmosfären agera som en lämplig yta
för kärnbildning av is [29] och identifierandet av dessa partiklar är nyckeln till förståelsen
för atmosfärisk kärnbildning av is och utveckling av modellering av moln. För detta syfte
har en stor del av mitt forsknings arbete varit investerat i utvecklandet av en ny portabel
kammare för kärnbildning av is - PINCii. Detaljerna och utvärderingen av PINCii är
presenterade i Artikel V som visar att PINCii kan reproducera väl definierade kärnbild-
ningsprocesser som homogen frysning, deliquescence och skapandet av vattendroppar med
god precision. Resultaten visar att PINCii kan utföra experiment för både kärnbildning
av is och för skapande av vattendroppar med mindre osäkerheter än tidigare instrument
av samma typ. Fältkampanjen HyICE-2018 på Smear II stationen i Hyytiälä (Finland) är
presenterad i Artikel IV. Kampanjen samlade olika typer av instrument för kärnbildning
av is för att kvantifiera koncentrationen och identifiera kärnbildnings partiklarnas källa
i den boreala miljön. Specifika dagar valdes ut för en samtida körning av kärnbildnings
instrumenten under liknande experimentella förhållanden i jämförelse syfte. Artikel IV
sammanfattar aerosol egenskaperna och de metrologiska förhållandena under kampanjen.
Den presenterar även resultatet av jämförelsen mellan de olika instrumenten och visar
amplituden för avvikelserna mellan instrumenten på plats. Nyckelord: Hygroskopicitet
(vattenupptagningsförmåga), pre-deliquescence, adsorption, lösliga partiklar, is kärnbild-
ning, PINCii.
Nyckelord: Hygroskopicitet (vattenupptagningsförmåga), pre-deliquescence, adsorption,
lösliga partiklar, is kärnbildning, PINCii.
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“Man stands face to face with the irrational. He feels within him his longing for happiness
and for reason. The absurd is born of this confrontation between the human need and the
unreasonable silence of the world.”
Albert Camus.
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1.1 The Atmosphere
The atmosphere is an envelope of gas covering the surface of the Earth. Its lowest layer
the troposphere extends from the ground to ≈ 10−13 km in altitude and it is within this
layer that most interactions with the ground occur and where most clouds are formed. The
composition of Earth’s atmosphere constantly evolves. In early Earth history, it was similar
to what volcanoes emit: carbon dioxide, water vapor and nitrogen. With time, the planet
cooled and water vapor condensed to form oceans that then dissolved most of the carbon
dioxide. Today’s atmosphere still contains the originally present inert nitrogen (78%) but
also provides us with oxygen (21%), water (up to 3%), carbon dioxide (0.04%) and other
trace gases. Solid particles also exist in this gas mixture. They can be emitted from natural
sources such as the ocean surface (salts), deserts (dust) or forests (biological particles)
and also from anthropogenic activities (e.g., soot). Fig. 1.1 illustrates a snapshot of the
distribution of those particles over the globe.
Figure 1.1: Simulation of global aerosols. Mineral dust in red, sea salt in blue, biomass burning in
green, sulfate particles from natural and anthropogenic emissions in white. Image credit: William
Putman, NASA/Goddard.
This mixture of gas and particles is not stationary, temperature gradients between the poles
and the equator set in motion large scale circulations that constantly tend to homogeneize
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atmospheric pressure and temperature. As winds carry water vapour and particles, clouds
may appear in the process in various shapes and compositions.
1.2 Clouds and Hydrometeors
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of different cloud types and the critical temperature changes
(dashed lines) delimiting low level (T > 0◦C) from mid level (0◦C ≥ T  -37◦C) and high level clouds
(T  -37◦C). Low level clouds are uniquely formed of water droplets, mid level clouds or mixed-phase
clouds may be composed of both liquid water and ice and high level are clouds uniquely composed of
ice.
The question of what clouds are was an early question in philosophers minds. In his work
’Meteoroligica’ published in 340 BC, Aristotle already had an intuition for crucial concepts
such as water vapor and evaporation:
"Some of the vapour that is formed by day does not rise high because the ratio of the fire
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that is raising it to the water that is being raised is small."
It was during the 1600’s that the first meteorological instrumentation was invented and the
first scientific studies aiming to understand the formation and properties of clouds were
undertaken. This led to the discovery of crucial scientific concepts such as atmospheric
pressure by Pascal in 1648, the development of thermodynamic models like the kinetic
theory of gases by Bernouilli in 1738 and the ideal gas law by Clapeyron in 1834. The first
cloud classification [51] published by Luke Howard in 1803 was also published during this
time. An illustration of different clouds types described in this classification is presented
in Fig. 1.2. Although this classification was mostly based on superficial characteristics
of clouds such as height, shape (and electrical properties), it was later found that these
characteristics are also good proxies for more fundamental underlying properties such as
composition, life-time and even radiative effects. It is now clear that clouds are masses
of ice crystals or water droplets suspended in the air (hydrometeors). The phase of these
hydrometeors depends on the Temperature (T) during their formation and evolution. In
Fig. 1.2, three cloud categories are distinguished, (i) warm clouds formed at T > 0°C are
composed of water droplets, (ii) mixed-phase clouds formed at 0◦C ≥ T  -37◦C are a
mixture of both super-cooled water droplets and ice crystals, and (iii) cold clouds or high
clouds formed at T  -37◦C are only composed of ice crystals. Temperature is not the
only variable determining the phase state and stability of the hydrometeors, the Relative
Humidity (RH) is also a determining factor.
With RHliq the RH with respect to liquid water and RHice with respect to ice, the RH
represents the vapor pressure p normalized by the equilibrium vapor pressure of the given
phase pliq or pice. With equilibrium vapor pressure representing the theoretical vapor
pressure required to keep a given system at equilibrium so that the condensation rate of
water vapor on its surface balances its evaporation at a given temperature. RH can thus be
calculated as follows: RHliq =
p
pliq
× 100. At RH = 100%, the respective phases are found
at equilibrium whereby the rate of evaporation of water molecules from a surface is equal
to the rate of condensation of water vapor on the surface; at RH < 100%, the condensate is
under-saturated meaning that it will evaporate faster than the available vapor can condense
on its surface which will result in a net evaporation. Alternatively a super-saturated system
(RH > 100%) will have a net condensation and growth.
Depending on the balance of forces keeping them in suspension and the RH/T conditions,
hydrometeors can range from hundreds of nanometers to millimeters in size, as illustrated
in Fig. 1.3. Once their growth allows them to overcome buyouancy, they may sediment as
precipitation. Clouds are thus an important part of the water cycle recirculating atmospheric
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water back to the ground.
Average Rain Drop 
≈2mm 




Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the
aerosol composition of a cloud. This picture il-
lustrates that large exchanges of water vapor are
required to go from the nucleation of a cluster on a
CCN/IN surface to a hydrometeor able to precipi-
tate.
Clouds also have important and complex
climate implications. They cover around
two thirds of the Earth’s surface at any
given moment [30, 131] and can interact
with both the incoming solar radiation and
the outgoing long-wave radiation from the
Earth surface. Therefore, depending on
their shape, composition, height, and life-
time, their response to the radiative forcing
exerted by the sun may vary.
From the definition of clouds presented
above, it is clear that cloud formation re-
quires the condensation of water vapor to
form either water droplets or ice crystals
and that this condensation is driven by T
and RH. However, water vapor rarely con-
denses on its own to create a stable new phase (homogeneous nucleation) in Earth’s
atmosphere, as this requires RH/T conditions that are not typically found. In order to
understand these limitations and explain how the formation of hydrometeors is actually
possible, an understanding of some key micrcophysical processes is required.
1.3 Microphysical Processes
From adsorption of a few water molecules on a particle surface, to the formation of a stable
cluster and its growth to a hydrometeor size. Cloud hydrometeors result from a series of
nano/micro-physical processes that bring large amounts of water molecules together as a
result of changing environmental conditions.
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1.3.1 Nucleation
An atmospheric hydrometeor is created when random collisions of water molecules result
in the formation of a stable liquid/solid condensate. This phase change, called nucleation,
is possible if the created new phase is more energetically favorable than the parent phase it
emerges from. This can be quantified by calculating the chemical potential of the respective
phases. However, although the bulk of the new phase may be more energetically favorable
than the bulk of its parent phase, it is not the case for its interface. The parent phase must
therefore enter a meta-stable state (e.g., vapor super-saturation, liquid super-cooling) where
the total cost of creating the new phase (bulk + interface) becomes more energetically
favorable than the parent phase it emerges from. This process may happen as described
(homogeneous nucleation) or with the help of a third body that may lower the energy cost
of creating the interface (heterogeneous nucleation).
1.3.1.1 Homogeneous Nucleation
Homogeneous nucleation is the phase transition that occurrs when within a bulk parent-
phase (e.g., vapor), an unstable daughter-cluster (e.g., liquid) of radius r grows beyond a
critical radius r∗ by random collisions and arrangements of water molecules to become
more energetically favorable than the parent-phase from which it emerges. It can be
mathematically described by considering the Gibbs free energy difference ∆G between
the system including the formed daughter phase from the original parent phase system.




πr3∆µ + 4πr2γ, (1.1)
with ∆µ the difference in chemical potential between the parent phase and the new phase
and γ the surface free energy at the interface between the parent and the daughter phases.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of the contributions from
surface (green) and volume (blue) terms in Eq. 1.1
to the Gibbs free energy barrier. A cluster is formed
from the stochastic coallisions of molecules and
becomes stable if its size overcomes the nucleation
barrier at r = r∗ and ∆G = ∆G∗. Figure adapted
from Mahrt, 2019 [76].
The first term in Eq. 1.1 represents the
energy gained from forming the daughter
phase while the second term describes the
free energy cost to create the interface. This
is thus an activated process where the en-
ergy penalty of forming the daughter-phase
surface needs to be overcome. This lim-
itation explains why air masses need to
be supersaturated in water vapor in order
to nucleate hydrometeors and why water
droplets need to be super-cooled in order
to freeze. It also explains why droplets
take a spherical shape that minimizes their
surface/volume (energy penalty/gain) ratio.
The evolution of the surface and volume
terms with size r can be seen in Fig. 1.4
where the formation of a stable new clus-
ter occurs at r = r∗ and ∆G = ∆G∗. Ho-
mogeneous nucleation from vapor to liq-
uid/ice is typically not achieved in the tro-
posphere because the temperature/pressure
conditions required to overcome the energy barrier do not occur. In fact, relative humidity
rarely exceeds 101% in common tropospheric clouds [66] and homogeneous nucleation
from a pure water vapor phase would require RHliq  150% [128, 132]. The atmospheric
nucleation of water droplets and ice crystals thus typically occurs through heterogeneous
nucleation processes only. On the other hand, homogeneous nucleation from water droplets
to ice crystals does occur in the atmosphere. It can be responsible for the freezing of
super-cooled droplets in high clouds as it becomes spontaneously possible at T  -37°C
[64, 86]. However, most tropospheric ice forms in warmer conditions from heterogeneous
nucleation processes.
1.3.1.2 Heterogeneous Nucleation
Solid particles may facilitate nucleation processes by acting as nuclei on which water
molecules can agglomerate. This diminishes the surface area required to form the interface
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and thus diminishes the free energy barrier to forming the condensate. Put simply, the
energy cost of forming an interface is diminished if an existing surface can facilitate cluster
formation. However, not all surfaces catalyze nucleation with the same efficiency and
many surface parameters influence this process. For example, the interfacial free energy
between the nucleus and the cluster, the porosity of the surface, the solubility of the surface,
and molecular scale interactions with the surface. A solid particle acting as a nuclei for
the formation of a water droplet is termed a Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) while the
nucleus of an ice crystal is called an Ice Nucleating Particle (INP) [122]. In the atmosphere,
most clouds result from heterogeneous processes that involve the presence of CCNs or
INPs and while the properties of good CCNs are well defined [70], the characteristics of
good INPs remain uncertain [56].
1.3.2 Adsorption
Nucleation involves a significant number of water molecules because the formed bulk needs
to be large enough to overcome the penalty of creating its interface. However, clusters
and films of water molecules have been observed to be stable on surfaces well below the
r∗ and T/RH conditions required for nucleation. This molecular scale formation of water
clusters is referred to as adsorption. Adsorption cannot be represented by standard bulk
thermodynamics because at the molecular scale, consideration of inter-molecular forces
needs to be implemented. Adsorption phenomena is thus traditionally explained by two
types of inter-molecular interactions: dispersion and Debye forces. Dispersion forces are
weak long range forces originating from the chaotic movement of the electronic cloud of
a molecule creating a temporary dipole able to induce and attract the electronic cloud of
another compound [37, 38]. Debye forces on the other hand, are forces representing the
induction created from a permanent dipole (e.g., water molecule) towards the electronic
cloud of a neighbor molecule to create an attractive force. Debye forces are observed
between any polar molecule and non-polar molecule and are stronger than the dispersion
forces.
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1.3.3 Other processes
Adsorption and nucleation are very important processes because they are the starting point
for water condensation in the atmosphere. However, in order for a newly formed cluster to
grow to hydrometeor sizes, large amounts of water molecules need to be brought together
as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Therefore, other processes such as condensational and collisional
growth are required to complete the cloud formation process. Although these are important
processes to consider especially when thinking about how micro-physical processes scale
up to observable macro-physical phenomena, they are beyond the scope of this thesis
work.
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1.4 Motivation and Aim
Atmospheric aerosols play important roles in many aspects of the physics and chemistry
of the atmosphere [8]. They affect human health via inhalation causing more than four
millions premature deaths per year [108]. They can catalyze atmospheric chemistry [4, 63]
by providing a medium for species to react and contribute to many important chemical
mechanisms such as halogen chemistry [40], ozone depletion [13], secondary organic
aerosol formation [41], etc. Through the formation of clouds and precipitation, aerosols
play an important part of the hydrological cycle recirculating atmospheric water back to
the ground. They also affect the energy balance of the planet through direct and indirect
mechanisms [1, 32, 73]. In fact, aerosols can absorb and scatter short-wave solar and
long-wave terrestrial radiation and thus directly influence the energy balance of the planet.
Furthermore, they can induce various indirect feedbacks such as altering the albedo of ice
and snow surfaces in Arctic regions [1, 9] or influencing clouds properties [32]. However,
aerosols are subject to micro-physical processes (cf. § 1.3.) that may alter their properties.
Although some of the mechanisms involved, such as water adsorption on non-soluble
particles [42, 49, 67] or the homogeneous freezing of super-cooled droplets [64], are well
resolved. Others, such as water adsorption on soluble particles and heterogeneous ice
nucleation, remain poorly understood. The incomplete understanding of such mechanisms
typically results in significant uncertainties within the effects of aerosols [4, 8, 94, 95]. This
thesis aims to fill some of these knowledge gaps and has focused on two separate themes:
water adsorption on soluble particles and ice nucleation. Therefore, this report is divided
into two chapters titled: Pre-Deliquescence and Ice Nucleation and PINCii.
Pre-Deliquescence aims to improve understanding on salt-water interactions in the atmo-
sphere. Sea salt particles are the second most abundant aerosol particle species [71, 101]
and are known for their hygroscopic behavior and their ability to adsorb water at very
low humidity, which has been observed through numerous experiments [7, 18, 43, 119].
As the extent of this water uptake cannot be explained by common adsorption theories
developed for non-soluble particles, theoretical explanations, parameterizations and the
possible atmospheric implications of such systems are unclear. Paper I aimed to build a
thermodynamic model to explain and capture the hygroscopic behavior of pure salts in
atmospherically relevant conditions. Papers II and III use experimental observations to
examine the potential implications of such systems on atmospheric chemistry. Using the
APXPS method (cf. § 2.3.1), chemical analyses were performed to investigate chemical
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reactions taking place on the surface of atmospherically relevant salts as water adsorbs onto
their surfaces.
The second part Ice Nucleation and PINCii, presents the development of a new ice nucle-
ation instrument that contributes to the data collection and the development of knowledge
of heterogeneous ice nucleation. Ice crystals represent ≈ 65% of the total hydrometeor
population of clouds over the planet [115] and a large fraction results from heterogeneous
nucleation processes. However, what makes a particle a good INP is unclear and being able
to identify and quantify INPs in various environments may greatly improve the efficiency of
cloud simulations. To this purpose, Paper V presents the development, construction, and
evaluation of a new ice nucleation chamber that will improve on some common limitations
of previous instruments and in the future be able to contribute to the collection of INP
measurements. Paper IV introduces a field campaign that took place in Hyytiälä (Finland)
in 2018. This campaign aimed to bring together different types of ice nucleation instruments
in order to inter-compare them in a natural environment, quantify inter-instrumental devia-
tions and provide a meteorological summary that will be used as the basis of comparison
for many campaign activities.
2
Pre-Deliquescence
“If we believe in nothing, if nothing has any meaning and if we can affirm no values
whatsoever, then everything is possible and nothing has any importance.”
Albert Camus.
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2.1 Background
The most efficient and abundant CCN in the atmosphere are large soluble particles [70].
Soluble particles can dissolve into condensing water and decrease the vapor pressure
required for nucleation. Put simply, the presence of dissolved material at the liquid/gas
interface decreases the equilibrium vapor pressure of the system by limiting the evaporation
of water molecules [98]. Soluble particles such as salts thus activate below pure water
saturation (RHliq < 100%), at a specific relative humidity called the Deliquescence Relative
Humidity (DRH), forming a droplet saturated in dissolved material [78]. This process called
deliquescence is a mechanism that leads to the formation of atmospheric water droplets
below RHliq = 100%, and explains why soluble particles are considered the best CCN.
The deliquescence transition is traditionally modelled by Köhler theory which predicts
DRH by calculating the equilibrium vapor pressure over the formed saturated brine droplet.
Köhler theory also captures the size evolution of this brine droplet with changing humidity
assuming equilibrium conditions [61]. To accomplish this, Köhler theory is built upon two
parameters which describe how droplet stability is affected by the interfacial curvature and
the presence of dissolved material [33, 74]. Thus the equilibrium vapor pressure pr over
a brine droplet is described by the cumulative influences of the curvature and the solute











where psol represents the equilibrium vapor pressure over a flat solution. The solute effect
[98] presented as the first term in Eq. 2.1 can be given by theoretical models [22, 134]
or empirical parameterizations that best match the system of interest [119]. Likewise the
curvature term presented as the second term in Eq. 2.1 is given by the Kelvin equation.
Although deliquescence is viewed as an abrupt and spontaneous process, measurements
show the presence of liquid water on salt particles well below the DRH [7, 12, 18, 31, 43,
75, 91, 123, 129]. This water uptake below DRH has been observed to be (i) reversible
[12, 62, 129]; (ii) to trigger the solvation of a fraction of the salt [17, 129, 130]; (iii) and
to exceed molecular scale adsorption (cf. §1.3.2) [12, 129]. It is thus differentiated from
standard adsorption phenomena and will be referred to as pre-deliquescence. Adsorption
processes that take place on non-soluble particles are well modelled using adsorption
isotherms [42, 49]. Such systems are better defined and theories such as the one described
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in Laaksonen et al., 2015 [67] capture the complete transition from dry materials gradually
adsorbing water vapor to the supersaturations required for bulk water. However, fewer
theories exist to capture the complete evolution of soluble particles [80, 81, 113] and thus
hint that Köhler theory can be refined to model this liquid phase, which represents an
unconsidered atmospheric aqueous reservoir. This has implications for the representation of
soluble particles within climate models and has the potential to change our understanding
of radiative effects as well as the surface chemistry of soluble particles in the atmosphere.
2.2 Pre-Deliquescence Theory
Paper I suggests a theoretical refinement of Köhler theory by considering the stability of
a salt particle that is gradually engulfed and dissolved by a brine layer (Fig. 2.1). The
model includes the traditional bulk phase parameters influencing the equilibrium of the
system (solute and curvature effects) but invokes an interfacial term that accounts for the
intermolecular forces acting within the system. This is accomplished in a manner akin
to the pre-melting of ice [26, 44] where two different kinds of intermolecular forces are
considered. First, electrostatic interactions that arise from the presence of a surface charge at
the salt/solution interface [60, 72]. Second, dispersion forces originating from interactions
between instantaneous dipoles and induced dipoles [37, 38, 44].
In order to re-express Köhler theory, we thus define the equilibrium vapor pressure pζ over

















The added term pζpr accounts for the effect of intermolecular forces on the system equilibrium.
The complete derivation of the term can be found in Paper I and its supplementary material
[14]. Eq. 2.2 can thus represent the equilibrium relative humidity RHliq,ζ (with respect
to liquid water) over a salt particle gradually dissolving at RH < DRH, deliquescing at
DRH and reduces to the standard Köhler equation at RH > DRH to capture the complete
transition from dry particle to brine droplet, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. With growth factor
the ratio of the system radius to its dry radius, Fig. 2.2 represents the water uptake on a 5
nm dry NaCl particle as a function of RH. The solid lines represent the system equilibrium





























































Figure 2.1: Schematic of the system considered herein – an idealized solvating atmospheric particle.
The use of an idealized spherical geometry is justified by previous findings that NaCl crystal corner
and step sites dissolve preferentially to surface sites, in a manner that quickly roughens and rounds
faceted crystals [17, 129, 130]. Reproduced from Paper I.
This theory was used to model hygroscopicity measurements of NaCl particles from Hämeri
et al., and Biskos et al., [7, 43] at various particle sizes and Paper I shows that the model
well represents the experimental observations. However, as the properties of pre-deliquesced
systems are not well defined in the literature, layer concentration, surface charge and the
strength of dispersion forces (Hamaker constant) have been kept as free parameters and
minimized in a non-linear least-squares comparison with the experimental results. Results
showed that the surface charge(s) and Hamaker constant(s) that emerge are reasonable
compared to previously reported values [44, 60]. The minimized layer concentration(s) are
also in agreement with literature values of saturated NaCl solutions [47]. However, when
the model is applied to particles with a dry radius Rs  20 nm, the minimized concentrations
showed an exponential increase with decreasing particle size as shown in Fig. 2.3. These
unrealistic values at Rs  20 nm may be the result of the model compensating for other
physical effects not made explicit in this study. For example surface free energy depletion
[5, 102]. Such effects could lower the free energy of the liquid phase at very small sizes.
Paper I also discusses the potential implications of this model and the importance of such
systems in the atmosphere. This model might for example have implications in the stability
of mixed phase clouds and partially explain their persistence. Mixed-phase clouds are
thermodynamically unstable due to the difference in equilibrium vapor pressure between
the ice and the liquid phases. In fact, according to the Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen (WBF)
process [6, 36, 126] the equilibrium vapor pressure difference between the phases should
lead to a diffusion of water vapor and a growth of the ice phase at the expense of the liquid
phase. As Morrison et al., 2012 [84] stated:
“This microphysical instability (WBF Process) can transform mixed-phase clouds to ice-
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Figure 2.2: The evolution of the individual terms in Eq. 2.2 are shown for a solvating 5 nm NaCl
particle. For such small particles the Kelvin term dominates, yielding an activation barrier, as
illustrated by the inflection in the layer growth (magenta) curve. One also observes that the Raoult
term (yellow curve) changes only after the solid particle dissolves (DRH) and that the intermolecular
interactions are very short range (black curve). Reproduced from Paper I.
only clouds within a few hours or less [46, 54, 92, 97]. Consequently, the persistence of
these clouds for periods of days to weeks [109, 124, 135] is unexpected.”
Numerous explanations for mixed phase persistence have been proposed [84], like droplet
growth via radiative cooling of the cloud top [24, 107, 111], and the relative occurence
of the WBF-conditions ( picepb∞ × 100 < RHliq < 100%) within mixed phase clouds [65].
However, the relative contributions of these explanations have not yet been quantified and
the issue still remains under debate.
As described in Paper I, pre-deliquesced thin films are meta-stable in a wide range of RH
conditions and the equilibrium vapor pressure over a pre-deliquesced particle may thus be
less than the equilibrium vapor pressure of ice. By extending the principles of the WBF
process to a more complex system including pre-deliquesced particles, vapor diffusion
from ice crystals to pre-deliquesced particles may recycle water vapor towards the liquid
phase and potentially extend the lifetime of the mixed-phase as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.




× 100, a continuous growth of the ice phase in this super-saturated regime
may be attenuated by a diffusion of water molecules towards pre-deliquesced particles that
are meta-stable below DRH. Alternatively at pζpb∞ × 100 < RHliq <
pice
pb∞
× 100, a growth of
pre-deliquesced particles can occur at the expense of the ice phase that is evaporating in
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𝐶𝐶 = 5617.5 𝑒𝑒−2𝐸𝐸+08 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 + 5790
Figure 2.3: Summary of the brine layer concentration C values derived to match experimental
hygroscopicity data of various-sized particles [7, 43]. A fit to these values is also added to show
the exponential dependence between particle size and the concentration values needed to match
hygroscopicity data. For reference, the saturated concentration of a bulk NaCl solution at room






Figure 2.4: Schematic of the equilibrium vapor pressures over droplets, pre-deliquesced particles,
and ice particles, where gradients lead to Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen processing. The range of
equilibrium vapor pressures above pre-deliquesced thin films straddle the equilibrium vapor pressure
over ice pice, resulting in a more stable coexistence between ice and pre-deliquesced particles, relative
to liquid droplets. Reproduced from Paper I.
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2.3 APXPS
Complementing the work done in Paper I, Papers II and III present studies resulting
from Ambient Pressure X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (APXPS) measurements. These
studies were conducted to investigate the surface behaviour, dissolution and potential
chemistry of common atmospheric salts (sodium acetate and ammonium sulfate) over a
range of RH covering pre-deliquescence and up to the DRH.
2.3.1 Methods
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) uses X-rays to irradiate a surface and probe its
chemical composition. Electrons from the atoms present on the surface exposed to high
energy photons are ejected. A fraction of the ejected electrons is detected and the electrons
kinetic energy is measured. From a measured electron kinetic energy, its binding energy
(Ebinding) to the atom to whom it belonged can be calculated as: Ebinding = EXray − (Ekinetic + Φ)
with EXray the energy of the X-ray photons used to probe the surface, Ekinetic the kinetic
energy of the ejected electron and Φ a work function that is instrument-dependant and
describes the difference between Fermi level and vacuum level. The energy binding an
electron to its nucleus is unique and can be used as a signature to identify the elements
present on the sample surface as well as oxidation states, and degrees of dissociation.
However, these methods usually require high vacuum conditions as the emitted electrons
have a very short mean free path and would otherwise be attenuated in the gas phase.
The APXPS method [88] uses a cell to separate a pressurized inner chamber containing
the desired sample surface and gas composition from a high vacuum outer chamber that
allows X-ray transmission from the source to the inner chamber and electron transmission
out. The cell is made of stainless steal and the X-ray window is made of silicon nitrite,
a X-ray transparent material. This allows the transmission of photons while maintaining
the pressure gradient across the cell up to 20 mbar [88]. The vapor pressure in the inner
chamber chamber is controlled by filling from an external gas volume that has been set
at equilibrium with a liquid water reservoir which is temperature controlled. The RH in
the inner chamber can be changed during experiments by changing the temperature of the
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gold-coated sample holder using a pelletier element. From the set vapor pressure in the
chamber, one can calculate the temperature required to get the desired RH.
Both Papers II and III present APXPS experimental results performed at the "in situ
spectroscopy" beamline of the Swiss Light Source (SLS) at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI)
in Switzerland; using the synchrotron as a X-ray source. All the salt samples analyzed
were subject to the same treatment prior to measurements. Samples are dissolved in water
and drop-cast onto the sample holder. Once the sample holder is placed within the inner
chamber, a complete deliquescence/efflorescence cycle is performed in order to homogenize
the sample on the holder.
2.3.2 Results
In Paper II, the surface behaviour of a carboxylic salt (Sodium Acetate) is investigated at
pre-deliquescence and deliquescence conditions. Sodium Acetate (C2H3NaO2) was chosen
for its atmospheric relevance in numerous chemical reactions [15] and its abundance as
it is a product of sodium chloride and acetic acid. Acetic acid is widely emitted from
anthropogenic activities [57, 118], natural sources [58] and is an important product of
common volatile organic compounds. Using the APXPS method, several key observations
were made.
First, water adsorption and salt solvation are both observed as RH is incrementally increased
below DRH and if RH is decreased both these processes appeared reversible. These
observations are consistent with previous experimental observations [12, 17, 62, 129, 130]
and support the meta-stable nature of the pre-deliquescence system described in Paper I
[14]. Furthermore, water adsorption on the salt surface is observed at very low humidity
(RH  3%). However, salt dissociation only begins at higher humidity (36%  RH 
46%) where sufficient water is adsorbed. These results suggest that the pre-deliquescence
of sodium acetate occurs in two stages. At RH  3%, water molecules may be found in
equilibrium on the salt surface due to the effects of intermolecular forces [37, 38] acting
within the system. At 36%  RH  46%, enough water is adsorbed for salt solvation to
occur. At this point, the presence of dissolved ions within the adsorbed film shifts the
system equilibrium [98] allowing the stability of thicker adsorbed films.
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Second, a sodium depletion is observed at the salt surface after completing a deliques-
cence/efflorescence cycle. This is explained by the recombination of the CH3COO- ions
with H+ to form acetic acid (CH3COOH) upon salt dissociation. As CH3COOH has a higher
surface propensity than the sodium and acetate ions [89], an enrichment of acetic acid at
the liquid/gas interface is observed and hypothesized to remain on the salt surface upon
efflorescence. These findings are especially important considering that soluble particles may
undergo more deliquescence/efflorescence cycles in their airborne lifetime than previously
thought. In fact, recent studies have revealed heterogeneous efflorescence pathways that
can significantly shift the efflorescence point to higher humidity [28, 121].
After the interesting results obtained in Paper II, a similar experimental approach was
undertaken for Paper III with the aim to study the surface behaviour of ammonium
sulfate ((NH4)2SO4), another common atmospheric salt [52], under pre-deliquescence and
deliquescence conditions. Results from the APXPS measurements are presented in Fig. 2.5
showing the species observed on the sample surface at RH = 3%, RH = 48% and RH = 78%
> DRH. At RH = 3%, only ammonium and sulfate ions are detected on the sample surface.
Unexpected species such as S0, HS-, HONO, and NH3(aq) are identified as pre-deliquescence
takes place (RH = 48%, Fig. 2.5). However, as RH is further increased above the DRH,
all species vanish (even the SO42- and NH4+ ions) and only S0 is observed on the scanned
surface (RH = 78%, transient, Fig. 2.5). After a relaxation time above the DRH, a steady
state is found where SO42-, NH4+, and NH3 reappear and traces of HS- and HONO are
detected (RH = 78%, Fig. 2.5).
To explain the presence of these unexpected species, the following chemical reactions are
suggested to take place within the pre-deliquescence layer:
3 SO 2−4 + 4 NH
+
4 −−−→ 3 HS− + 4 HONO + 4 H2O + H+ (2.3)
2 HONO + 2 NH +4 −−−→ 2 N2 + 4 H2O + 2 H+ (2.4)
3 HS− + 2 HONO + 3 H+ −−−→ 3 S0 + N2 + 4 H2O (2.5)
Overall : 3 SO 2−4 + 6 NH
+
4 −−−→ 3 S0 + N2 + 12 H2O (2.6)
A similar system of Sulfate Reducing Ammonium Oxidation (SRAO) reactions has been
observed and described before to explain nitrogen depletion and sulfate reduction in
anaerobic environments [34], and has been widely applied in water treatment contexts
[99]. Upon pre-deliquescence, reactions 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 may explain the presence of
the observed unexpected species. It is important to note that N2, a final product of the
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SRAO mechanism, is not detected on the experimental surface. The likely explanation is
that due to its high volatility, it evaporates to the gas phase. Complementary molecular
dynamics simulations contributed by a collaborator verified the observations. The overall
SRAO reaction is considered non spontaneous because not all of its elementary steps are
thermodynamically favorable [34]. Biological catalysts such as bacteria are commonly
used to facilitate the SRAO reaction in industrial settings. However, no such catalyst should
be present in the system studied here. Our observations suggest that salt solvation and
the interfacial nature of the pre-deliquescence system may drive the chemical mechanism.
In fact at RH = 78%, although the deliquesced system is nearly saturated in sulfate and
ammonium ions (reactants in reaction 2.6), no intermediate species are detected. This
confirms previous findings that the SRAO mechanism does not spontaneously occur in
bulk solutions [34]. The observation of this mechanism below DRH thus suggests that
properties of the pre-deliquesced state may facilitate the reaction. The true nature of these
properties remains uncertain and raises numerous questions regarding the implications of
pre-deliquescence systems in the atmosphere.
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Figure 2.5: (a) S 2p and (b) N 1s XPS peaks measured at RH = 3%, RH = 48% and RH = DRH =
78%. The photon energy was set to 435 eV for sulfur XPS and 665 eV for nitrogen XPS, respectively.
At RH = 3%, NH4+ peak and SO42- doublet (α) were observed. At RH = 48%, S0 and HS- doublets (β)
and HONO and NH3 peaks (ε) appeared. At RH=78%, during deliquescence, most sulfate transferred
to S0 (γ) and no nitrogen species could be found; when deliquescence finished, the sulfur region was
dominated by sulfate again (δ) and nitrogen species reappeared (ζ). Adapted from Paper III.
3
Ice Nucleation and PINCii
In case of fire,
• When the fire alarm goes off - start the evacuation immediately!
• Look around and follow the green signs for evacuation. Always pick the nearest
escape route.
• Assist others that are in obvious danger, as long as you do not expose yourself to
risks. Remember that fire smoke is toxic - get out safely by crawling along the floor.
Close all windows and doors.
• Warn others that may not perceive the alarm.
• Call the emergency number 112 and alert the emergency services - do not forget to
specify the location of the fire.
• Extinguish the fire if possible but without taking unnecessary risks. Fire extinguishers
are deployed at strategic locations and are marked out in the evacuation plan...
University of Gothenburg, Fire procedure.
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3.1 Background
The global average fraction of the ice phase represents ≈ 65-70% of the total cloud water
content over the planet [115, 116] and thus plays a key role in the influence of clouds
on global scale processes such as the water cycle, the radiative budget of the planet and
atmospheric chemistry. The ice phase is particularly important within high level clouds (T ≤
-37◦C) where water droplets homogeneously freeze. It may also represent a significant frac-
tion of the water content of mid-level clouds (0 ≤ T < -37◦C) depending on multiplication
processes [35, 85, 133] and the availability of INPs that trigger ice nucleation. Although the
characteristics of good CCNs are generally well known [70], the intrinsic properties of INPs
have been a long missing puzzle piece. For many years, it was thought that heterogeneous
ice nucleation is stimulated by surfaces that effectively template the hexagonal structure of
ice. Silver iodide is a prominent example that has been commonly used for cloud seeding
experiments [125]. However, it has become clear that a range of particle characteristics can
influence and potentially enhance heterogeneous ice nucleation [56]. For example, biologi-
cal particles and especially some types of bacteria possess proteins that stimulate nucleation
near 0°C [83]. Likewise, biological macromolecules originating from pollen grains can
trigger nucleation below ≈ -17◦C [3, 96]. Electron microscopy has revealed that surface
defects on K-feldspar rich mineral dust trigger nucleation [59] and other heterogeneities
on particle surfaces such as pores may also play a role and enhance water condensation
and freezing by creating convex interfaces [27, 77]. Furthermore, particle surface attributes
that make ice nucleation possible may vary as a function of environmental conditions and
some particles may therefore only act as INPs for a certain range of RH and T conditions.
For example mineral dust particles, acknowledged as important INPs [56] because of their
availability in the atmosphere [117] and their strong ice nucleation ability [50] may start
triggering ice nucleation at T  −10◦C and are therefore relevant in the formation of most
mid-level clouds [56]. Soot particles which only act as INPs at T  −23◦C, likely have little
importance in ice nucleation processes at T  −23◦C but may play key roles in ice crystals
formation at colder temperatures where their ability to act as INPs is greater [76].
With these knowledge gaps in mind, the aspiration to identify and quantify atmospheric
INPs as a function of environmental conditions has driven the development of different
types of ice nucleation instruments since the 1940’s. These include cloud chambers [2, 79],
filter sampling and nucleation testing methods [16, 23, 48, 69, 93, 103, 106, 114] and flow
reactors, including Continuous Flow Diffusion Chambers (CFDCs). The first CFDCs were
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developed in the 1980s and featured a cylindrical design [53, 100] and in 2008 the Zurich Ice



























































Figure 3.1: Idealized representation of the thermo-
dynamic and flow conditions between the walls
of a parallel-place CFDC assuming that the cold
wall (left) is fixed at T = -50◦C and the warm wall
(right) at T = -30◦C and a 1 cm gap separates the
walls. In the top panel (a) the linear gradient of
vapor pressure (solid line) is plotted with a dashed
line representing the theoretical equilibrium va-
por pressure over ice. The sample lamina position
(within the dashed-dotted lines) is depicted in both
panels as is the predicted main chamber RHice, as
visualized with the color-map. The bottom panel
(b) displays the flow velocity profile (solid line).
Reproduced from Paper V.
Parallel-plate CFDCs are flow chambers
wherein atmospheric conditions are repro-
duced by setting a specific T and RH. A
flow containing sampled particles is in-
jected into the chamber where particles
may (or may not) trigger ice crystal for-
mation depending on their capacity to act
as INPs at the set T and RH conditions.
Ice crystals are then counted upon exiting
the chamber and the number of measured
ice crystals is assumed equal to the num-
ber of INPs initially present in the sampled
particle population. When brought to the
field, CFDCs can provide online measure-
ments of the INP concentrations of passing
air masses and in the laboratory they can
be used to study the ice nucleation poten-
tial of laboratory created particles at given
conditions. To accomplish this, all parallel-
plate CFDCs follow a common working
principle in which a thin lamina of air con-
taining the sampled particles (region within
the dashed-dotted lines, Fig. 3.1) is sand-
wiched between dry and clean air and the
whole flows through a chamber that is held
at sub-zero temperatures and has flat and
parallel ice coated walls (black shading,
Fig. 3.1). The ice coating is built prior to
experiments by filling the chamber with
refrigerated (and deionized) liquid water
while the chamber walls (made of a mate-
rial facilitating ice formation) are kept be-
low 0°C. After some residence time given
for liquid water to freeze on the chamber walls, the remaining liquid is evacuated thus
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leaving the chamber walls with a thin ice coating. This ice coating provides water vapour
in the chamber (solid line, Fig. 3.1(a)) via sublimation and maintains a vapor pressure at
the ice/gas interfaces that is equal to the equilibrium vapor pressure of ice (dashed line,
Fig. 3.1(a)) for the set wall temperatures (p = pice(T ) at the ice/gas interfaces in Fig. 3.1).
By setting a temperature gradient between the walls, a linear vapour pressure gradient is
imposed between the ice layers that maintain their respective equilibrium. Because of the
exponential relationship between T and pice [20, 21, 100], the imposed vapour pressure
exceeds the theoretical equilibrium vapour pressure across the chamber and supersaturation
with respect to ice is created (colorbar, Fig. 3.1). Because particles travel through the main
chamber within a thin lamina of air, they are exposed to a narrow range of temperature and
humidity conditions (Tlam and RHlam) that can be chosen by setting the wall temperatures.
Because the equilibrium vapour pressure of ice is lower than the equilibrium vapor pressure
of liquid water at the same temperature [20, 21], the supersaturation-driven growth of
hydrometeors results in faster and more growth of ice crystals compared to liquid droplets.
CFDCs may also have an evaporation section, placed downstream and thermally insulated
from the main chamber, where the walls are kept at isothermal conditions to make water
vapor saturated with respect to ice (RHice = 100%) but sub-saturated with respect to liquid
water (RHliq < 100%). Thus, while travelling through the evaporation section, any liquid
droplets are evaporated, while ice particles remain at equilibrium. Evaporation sections
thus amplify the size differences, and ice crystals may thus be differentiated from other
particles by light scattering or polarization [39, 87] and counted upon exiting the chamber
[53]. The number and character of INPs can be compared to the input sample using a host
of aerosol characterization instrumentation.
After the success of the parallel-plate CFDC ZINC, a portable version, the Portable Ice
Nucleation Chamber (PINC) [19] was developed in late 2000’s for use in remote locations
and on airplane measurement campaigns. Simultaneously, horizontal designs such as the
the Horizontal Ice Nucleation Chamber (HINC) [55, 68] were developed to improve on
limitations of the vertical design. Subsequently, commercialized vertical chambers like
the Droplet Measurement Technology SPIN chamber [39] and the CFDC-IAS (Handix
Scientific, Boulder, Colorado, USA) have been produced. Most recently, a new horizontal
chamber able to operate autonomously was developed (HINC-auto) [11] and has now
been operating continuously at the Jungfraujoch (Switzerland) for two years. Considering
the current wealth of available ice nucleation chambers, it may seem surprising that new
methods emerge. However, the method employed by parallel-plate CFDCs comes with
a number of uncertainties such as (i) the potential break away of ice crystals from the
ice-coated walls that can contaminate crystal counts from nucleated INPs; (ii) the deviation
of sampled particles from the expected lamina conditions; (iii) the high sensitivity to the
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wall temperatures of lamina conditions, resulting in uncertainties within the conditions to
which particles are exposed. These limitations push the development of better technologies
and the Portable Ice Nucleation Chamber II (PINCii) is a new parallel-plate CFDC that has
been an ongoing focus of development throughout my PhD.
3.2 PINCii development and the HyICE campaign
Figure 3.2: Photos of PINCii’s first deployment to Hyytiälä (Finland) in 2018.
PINCii is the product of a six partner technology agreement including the University of
Helsinki, TROPOS, ETH-Zurich, Aarhus University, Lund University and the University of
Gothenburg. The development of PINCii was largely initiated and managed in Göteborg
(Sweden) by the University of Gothenburg which partnered with the refrigeration design
firm NR-KYL located nearby. By August 2016 when my PhD studies began, the first PINCii
prototype was assembled and being tested. This first unit suffered from serious deficiencies.
First, it was far from vacuum tight and strong cooling cycles quickly opened larger water
leaks. Furthermore, the refrigeration system did not cool the chamber walls uniformly
and the software could only control the main chamber functions. To fix the leak issues
chamber parts were re-engineered and a new o-rings chamber fastening was implemented
to uniformly seal the different chamber parts together. Furthermore, several iterations of
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the the cooling system were designed in order to find a working balance between cooling
power and cooling uniformity along the chamber walls.
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Figure 3.3: Timeline of deployment for various
particle counters and INP counting instrumenta-
tion specifically added to augment the SMEAR
II capabilities during HyICE-2018. Shading de-
picts mean daytime air temperature averaged be-
tween 08:00–20:00 (UTC+2) measured at 4.2 m
height for the campaign period. Instrument inter-
comparison days are indicated by the dashed lines.
Reproduced from Paper IV.
In 2018 an unfinished version of the
PINCii was brought to the Station for Mea-
suring Ecosystem Atmosphere Relations
(SMEAR) II at Hyytiälä (Finland) with
the aim to finalize the instrument on site
and take part in the HyICE-2018 field cam-
paign. Photographs of PINCii’s deploy-
ment to SMEAR II are presented in Fig. 3.2.
The SMEAR II station [25, 45] is in the bo-
real coniferous forest and remotely located
away from large anthropogenic emissions
and dust sources which are usually consid-
ered common INP sources [56]. Consider-
ing the wealth of aerosol and meteorologi-
cal variables continuously being monitored
at the SMEAR II station [25, 45], it is an
ideal measurement site to use as a proxy
for characterizing the boreal forest environ-
ment which represents more than one-third
of all forests [120]. The HyICE-2018 cam-
paign thus gathered various types of ice
nucleation chambers [19, 39, 82] and of-
fline methods [48, 93, 103], for which contributions to the campaign are summarized in
Fig. 3.3. The primary objective of HyICE-2018 was to improve knowledge with respect
to the sources and concentrations of INPs in the boreal environment. This objective was
successfully accomplished and several publications have resulted from the campaign. For
example, showing the long range sources of INPs in Hyytiälä [90] and the predictable INP
concentrations on a seasonal scale [104]. The secondary objective of HyICE-2018 was to
use the gathering of various ice nucleation instruments to inter-compare their measurements
in a field setting. For this purpose, four days were selected March 22nd, March 28th, April
26th and April 28th of 2018 (dashed lines, Fig. 3.3). During these inter-comparisons, the
various research groups aimed to measure simultaneously at similar experimental conditions
(T = -32°C, RHliq = 105%). For the initial two days, PINCii was still under development
and unable to take part to the inter-comparisons. PINCii started measuring on April 22nd
and continued on a daily basis (5+ hours per day) until June 10th, the end-date of the
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campaign. The total collected data can be visualized in Fig. 3.4 and the results showed INP
concentrations in the same order of magnitude as what the other ice nucleation chambers
present on site measured [10].
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Figure 3.4: INP concentrations measured by PINCii between April 22nd and June 10th with Tlam =
-32°C, RHliq,lam = 105%. Data points represent 15 min averages of sampling intervals separated by 15
min background measurements of filtered air. The background colormap represents the daytime air
temperature averaged between 08:00 – 20:00 (UTC+2) measured at 4.2 m height
PINCii did take part in the last two inter-comparison days, measuring side-by-side with the
PINE chamber [82]. PINE and PINCii measured consistent INP concentrations within the
same order of magnitude and observed similar trends throughout the days, as presented in
Figs. 11 & 12, Paper IV.
Overall, PINCii’s measurements in Hyytiälä showed that although the instrument was
newly built, its performance was comparable to well evaluated ice nucleation chambers
[10, 19, 39]. Subsequent to HyICE-2018, PINCii was kept in Hyytiälä to collect additional
data. On June 12th, a power loss disconnected the instrument from its control computer
resulting in excess heating. PINCii burnt. A photo showing the damage to the chamber is
shown in Fig. 3.5. The system was returned to Gothenurg, re-built, and improved on some
limitations that were identified during its operation in Hyytiälä. A safety system was also
added to the set-up. Once finalized the new iteration was sent to the european organization
for nuclear research (CERN) in Geneva (Switzerland) where it could perform
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Figure 3.5: Photo of PINCii’s
main chamber coming back
from Hyytälä.
further instrumental comparisons. However, on its way to
CERN, a shipping accident displaced chamber parts and re-
sulted in significant leak issues. The chamber was once again
entierely re-built adopting yet more engineering refinements.
To the design in order to improve the chamber tightness and
to the software to improve the temperature control. This lat-
est iteration of the PINCii instrument is the result of lessons
learnt throughout five years of development. Although im-
provements can still be implemented, it is considered to be the
reproducible PINCii package. This iteration was evaluated
through numerous calibration/testing experiments and Paper
V presents its design, capabilities, evaluation and uncertainty
assessment.
3.3 The Portable Ice Nucleation Chamber II - PINCii
PINCii follows the same working principal as the previous generations of parallel-plate
CFDCs previously described in § 3.1. The instrument was however initially constructed
with an upgraded design and temperature control in order to respond to some common
limitations from previous parallel-plate CFDCs. Further upgrades also emerged during
the development process such as an updated thermodynamic model used to calculate the
chamber conditions, the possibility to use PINCii as a low temperature Cloud Condensation
Nuclei (CCN) counter and new ways of analyzing ice nucleation data to account for the
Tlam and RHlam uncertainties to which particles are exposed while flowing through the
chamber.
3.3.1 Design
The whole PINCii package is a transportable instrument that can be moved for field sampling
but requires a three-phase power source. PINCii weighs ≈ 400 kg and is mounted on a
transportable rack of ≈ 0.8 × 1.2 × 2 m outer dimensions that can be shipped on a standard
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wooden pallet. This includes a refrigeration system, an electrical cabinet, the experimental
chamber as well as external devices such as mass flow controllers, filters, dryers, tubing,
control computer etc.
The experimental chamber is constructed of aluminium to ensure good portability and
thermal conductivity. The inner parts are sandblasted and anodized to facilitate freezing
and cohesion of ice on the chamber walls. Details of the experimental chamber design and
dimensions are presented in Fig. 1 from Paper V, where the three main sections (inlet,
main chamber and evaporation section) are shown. The inlet serves to inject the lamina flow
containing the sampled particles (1 L · min-1) independently from the two sheath flows (4.5
L · min-1 each) sandwiching it. The flow values are chosen to constrain the sampled particles
to a narrow range of Tlam and RHlam conditions while travelling through the chamber. The
inlet also holds a water level sensor which is used during the icing procedure to stop filling
water when its level reaches the base of the aerosol inlet.
In PINCii, the main chamber, where supersaturated conditions are created for ice crystals
nucleation and growth, consists of two flat parallel walls that are 33 cm wide and 1 m long
and separated by a 1 cm gap. This gap is made by 1 cm thick semi-crystalline thermoplastic
(SustaPEEK) sidewall pieces. The SustaPEEK material is chosen for its poor thermal
conductivity and its resistance to distortions with temperature changes. With previous
parallel-plate CFDCs main chambers lengths ranging from to 0.508 to 1 m for HINC[68]
and SPIN[39] respectively, the PINCii 1 m main chamber maximizes the residence time
of particles and enables more time for kinetically limited nucleation events and aerosol
growth. This is mostly useful at cold temperatures (Tlam  -35◦C) where previous CFDC
experiments have shown that ice crystals do not always reach the size threshold used
for phase differentiation from water droplets, due to kinetically limited growth at such
temperatures [127]. The 42 cm long evaporation section is also longer than previous
CFDCs, with the SPIN’s 25 cm long evaporation section [39] being the longest from earlier
portable parallel-plate CFDCs. This elongated evaporation section gives more water droplet
evaporation time, which benefits the size differentiation between ice crystals and water
droplets.
PINCii’s temperature control is also unique. A two stage cooling system using R23
refrigerant, acting with an evaporation temperature of ≈ -72◦C, can cool the chamber
walls down to -67°C after losses. The coolant is injected along the chamber walls via a
series of thin capillaries (Fig. 2, Paper V) in a similar manner to SPIN [39], in order to
provide uniform cooling throughout the chamber walls. Refrigerant is injected into the main
chamber and evaporation section walls via four individually controlled solenoid valves and
thus each wall can be cooled separately. With the SustaPEEK flanges between the main
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chamber walls, the main chamber walls can be kept at different temperatures. Although
no thermal insulation is installed between the evaporation section sides, experiments have
shown that a temperature gradient can also be maintained across the evaporation section.
Thus the evaporation section can act as an extension of the main chamber for PINCii
to operate as a low temperature CCN counter for water droplet nucleation experiments.
This mode is used in Paper V to scan through water saturation (RHliq = 100%) and the
deliquescence point of sodium chloride at various temperatures (Figs. 7 & 8, Paper V).
Refrigerant is injected into the chamber walls in pulses by opening/closing the solenoid
valves and a pulse length is a function of the desired temperature set point as well as
the difference between a wall temperature from its set point. In other words, cooling
is strengthened to quickly cool the walls near the desired set points and the cooling is
then reduced to maintain good temperature stabilization. To compensate for the cooling,
silicon heating pads pairs are placed on the chamber walls (Fig. 3, Paper V). Each pair is
individually controlled via its own PID loop to keep heating spatially flexible. The wall
temperatures are monitored via a total of 58 K-type thermocouples embedded within the
chamber walls and monitored at 1 Hz with a 0.1°C uncertainty. The thermocouple placement
on the chamber walls is illustrated in Fig. 3, Paper V. The thermocouple monitoring is
continuously used as an input to the cooling and the heating system in order to provide
cooling/heating where and when it is required. Thermocouples data is also recorded to
calculate the lamina conditions to which particles are exposed, using the thermodynamic
model presented next.
3.3.2 Thermodynamic Model
Thermodynamic conditions within the chamber are modelled assuming linear and equili-
brated gradients between the chamber walls. To simulate the temperature, humidity and flow
field in detail, including a velocity profile that accounts for buoyancy inside the chamber, a
model from Rogers et al., 1988 [100] is used.








where T is function of both position X and time t; K represents the heat conductivity of
moist air. Traditionally, Eq. 3.1 is bounded between the chamber walls temperature and
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position,
T(−w, t) = Tc, (3.2)
T(w, t) = Tw, (3.3)
where Tc and Tw represent the warm and cold wall temperatures and w is half the separation
between the walls (0.5 cm). The coordinate system is thus based at the center of the
chamber. However, these boundary conditions omit the presence of ice on the chamber
walls (cf. §3.1). Therefore, the thermodynamic model is updated to take into account the
presence of 1 mm thick condensed ice layers on the chamber walls that reduce the total
chamber volume by 20% and reduce the chamber gap from 1 cm to 0.8 cm. The ice layer
thickness was estimated by measuring the volume of water coming out of the chamber after
a icing/melting cycle and calculating the ice thickness assuming that this water volume was
uniformly spread on the walls surfaces. The value is similar to what as been previously
reported in Chou et al., 2011 [19] for the ice layer thickness of the PINC chamber. With l
representing the ice layer thickness (1 mm), we define d as half the separation between the
ice layers (d = w − l). The boundary conditions are thus modified to
T(-d, t) = Tice,c, (3.4)
T(d, t) = Tice,w, (3.5)
where Tice,c and Tice,w represent the temperatures at the ice/gas interfaces on the cold
and warm sides of the chamber. Tice,c and Tice,w are calculated as a function of the wall
temperatures by considering the heat transfer through the aluminium walls and the ice
layers at steady state. That said, by assuming steady state ( δT
δt = 0), Eq. 3.1 is simplified
to




Eq. 3.6 thus represents a linear temperature gradient between the ice layers.





















assuming Poiseuille flow (first term in Eq. 3.7) with an added buoyancy term [110] (last
term in Eq. 3.7). In Equation 3.7, V is the mean velocity, Z is the distance from the flow
centerline, ρa is the average air density, U is the volume coefficient of expansion of air, g
is the acceleration of gravity, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and ΔT the temperature gradient
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imposed between the ice layers. Given a desired lamina condition, Eq. 3.7 is used directly
to generate the flow velocity profile of the chamber as presented in Fig. 3.1 (b).
The lamina position is determined by integrating the velocity profile (Eq. 3.7) between
the ice layers (-d to d) using unknown lamina coordinates (a and b) with an assumption of














Here Q is the total volume flow rate and q is the fraction of total flow that is found in the
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− (1 − q) = 0, (3.9)
where the roots a, b can be extracted using a computational root finding algorithm.
Accounting for the presence of the ice layers within the thermodynamic model influences
the calculated lamina conditions to which particles are exposed as well as the velocity
profile across the chamber. The presence of backflow presented in Garimella et al., 2016
[39] is no longer found to be important with this new calculation as represented in Figs. 5
& 6, Paper V.
The current model assumes that ice is homogeneously spread on the walls. However, this is
unlikely. During icing of the chamber walls, water is injected from the bottom (Fig. 3.7),
once the chamber is filled, the water pump stops for 5 sec before reversing its direction
and emptying the chamber via the bottom. The complete process takes ≈ 45 sec with the
chamber top being exposed to water for 5 sec and the bottom for ≈ 45 sec. This discrepancy
in exposure times between the chamber top and bottom should inevitably result in thicker
ice layers towards the chamber bottom. However, the ice layer thickness as a function of the
chamber height is challenging to measure. Because the main chamber and the evaporation
section are thermally insulated from one another (Fig. 1, Paper V), a melting of the
evaporation section can be done prior to the melting of the main chamber thus returning
an average ice layer thickness for the evaporation section and an average thickness for the
main chamber. Furthermore, since the water is filled/emptied at a constant rate (flow rate
of the water pump), a linear relationship of the ice layer thickness with chamber height
can be assumed. Bringing this information together and calculating the slope of this linear
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relationship so that the ice layer thickness at the main chamber bottom matches the ice layer
thickness at the evaporation section top, an ice layer thickness profile can be estimated as
presented in Fig. 3.6 where the black shadings represents the ice layers. Fig. 3.6 also shows
temperature, saturation, and velocity fields calculated using the thermodynamic model
presented above. In this example, the lamina conditions are Tlam = -32°C and RHliq,lam =
105% which were the experimental conditions used during the HyICE-2018 field campaign
[10]. However, this method to estimate the ice layer thickness profile does not account
for secondary effects like latent heat release during freezing. Without more evidence,
implementing this method may introduce more uncertainties than it solves. Therefore,
the ice layer thickness is assumed to be 1 mm over the entire wall surface in the results
presented in Paper V.
3.3.3 Operation
In order to operate the PINCii instrument, an array of external devices such as pumps,
mass flow controllers (MFCs), filters, atomizer, Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA),
Condensation Particle Counters (CPCs), Optical Particle Counter (OPC), etc. are required.
A schematic of the system used for the experiments performed for Paper V is presented in
Fig. 3.7. Sheath flow is supplied from a nitrogen or compressed air source that is filtered,
dried and cooled. The flow is cooled by travelling through a copper pipe placed within the
insulation material near the cold main chamber wall. The sheath flow is then divided and
regulated via two MFCs before being injected into the chamber. When used in a laboratory
setting, this cooled, cleaned and dried air is also passed through a particle generator (e.g.,
atomizer) and DMA before being connected to the sample flow inlet port as shown in
Fig. 3.7. When used in the field, the sample flow inlet port is directly connected to ambient
air with a size cutoff selector (e.g., impactor) to remove the largest particle fraction that may
be difficult to differentiate from nucleated ice crystals. A solenoid valve is also attached to
the sample flow inlet port. It is used to alternate between a sampling line containing the
particles and a filtered line used to measure the background concentration of ice crystals
being dislodged from the ice coated walls. At the bottom of the chamber, a water pump can
be attached to perform the ice coating procedure of the chamber walls prior to experiments.
After the icing procedure, the water line is manually replaced by an OPC to measure the
outgoing aerosol concentration as a function of particle size. For the experiments presented
in Paper V, a four size Channel (Ch) OPC (Remote 3104, Lighthouse Worldwide Solutions,
USA) is used. With dp used to signify the particle diameter, the four OPC size channels are
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Figure 3.6: Temperature, saturation with respect to ice (Sice), velocity, and lamina conditions across
the main chamber and evaporation section. These variables are calculated using the thermodynamic
model presented in § 3.3.2 assuming a linear decrease of the ice layer thickness (black shading) with
chamber height. The average thickness of an ice layer is 1mm. Lamina position is represented by
dahed-dotted lines. Hydrometeors nucleation and growth is also illustrated. Hydrometeors nucleate
and grow in the main chamber and water droplets evaporate in the evaporation section. The wall
temperatures chosen for this simulation were calculated to represent the lamina conditions (Tlam =
-32°C and RHliq,lam = 105%) used during the HyICE campaign (e.g., Fig. 3.4).
: 0.3 ≤ dp < 1 µm; 1 ≤ dp < 3 µm; 3 ≤ dp < 5 µm; and dp ≥ 5 µm. For the purpose of data
analysis and visualisation these size bins are cumulatively combined in Ch1: dp ≥ 0.3 µm;
Ch2: dp ≥ 1 µm; Ch3: dp ≥ 3 µm; Ch4: dp ≥ 5 µm.
Before each experiment and prior to the icing procedure, the chamber is cleaned by injecting
sheath flow via the two MFCs respectively set at 4.5 L · min-1. During that purge, the main
chamber walls are cooled to -23◦C and the evaporation section walls to -20◦C. These are
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the experimental set-up used for the experiments performed in Paper V
describing the air and water flow diagrams outside of the experimental chamber. Clean, dried and
cooled flows of compressed air are regulated at 4.5 L · min−1 by two MFCs and injected into to the
chamber via the sheath flow inlet ports to create the chamber sheath flows. Through the sample flow
inlet port dried and filtered air or a flow containing the sampled particles is injected depending on the
position of the labview-controlled solenoid valve. In the majority of the experiments performed for
Paper V, particles are dispersed via an atomizer, size-selected via a DMA and counted with CPC
before being injected into the chamber. At the outlet, the OPC is used to measure the activated aerosol
concentration exiting the chamber. Air is pulled into the chamber by a pump placed downstream of
the OPC and a needle valve is used to set the total pulled flow to 10 L · min−1. Prior to experiments, a
water line consisting of a pump and water reservoir is attached at the outlet to execute the ice coating
procedure. The power and direction of the water pump are controlled via the connected computer.
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the wall temperatures set prior to the icing of the chamber walls. The evaporation section is
3◦C warmer than the main chamber in order to compensate for the longer exposure time
to water and to prevent the formation of too thick ice layers towards the chamber bottom.
Although these temperatures are arbitrarily chosen, they are the result of much trial and
error that have led to good stability of the ice layers and a low background signal. Once
a stable temperature is reached, the sheath flow is stopped, the user verifies that the inlet
valve is in filter mode and the water pump is attached. The water filling program is initiated
to activate the water pump and fill the chamber with refrigerated (1 to 5◦C), deionized
water until the water level sensor located at the inlet base is reached, stopping the water
pump. After a 5 sec delay for freezing, the pump direction is reversed and the chamber is
emptied of any remaining liquid. After 200 sec of evacuating the liquid water, the pump
stops and is manually detached from the exit. After removing the pump, the exit is dried
and 9 L · min-1 of sheath flow is injected into the chamber, in order to sublimate structural
heterogeneities from the newly formed ice surfaces. The latent heat released during freezing
warms the walls up to ≈ 0◦C. The walls are immediately cooled to -5◦C and once stable at
this temperature, the walls are cooled in a step-wise manner by 5◦C increments ensuring
temperature stabilization at each step. The step-wise cooling of the chamber walls is to
ensure ice layer stability because fast cooling rates have been shown through numerous
experiments to result in higher background values. Once the desired wall temperatures are
achieved, the exit is once again dried and the OPC is attached. The pump downstream of
the OPC is turned on and the needle valve adjusted to achieve 10 L · min-1 total flow exiting
the chamber. When the procedure is successfully followed, background counts near 0 · L-1
are achieved in all size channels.
Several measurement modes have been implemented within the software and the user
can benefit from the flexibility of the PINCii instrument. In standard mode, the wall
temperatures are kept constant and the inlet solenoid valve is switched at a desired frequency
to alternate sampling and background intervals. This mode is most relevant in a field setting
to measure the INP concentration of a passing air mass at given Tlam/RHlam conditions
as shown in Fig. 3.4. It has also been used to perform the background measurements
presented in Fig. 13, Paper V. The chamber can also operate in a ramping mode where
RHlam is incrementally increased at 1% · min-1 within a desired RHlam interval for a given
Tlam. This mode has been used to perform all the activation experiments described in
Paper V. PINCii can also be used as a cold temperature CCN counter by maintaining a
temperature gradient in the evaporation section, which thus acts as an extension of the main
chamber for hydrometeors to grow. This has been used to perform droplet nucleation and
deliquescence experiments presented in Figs. 7 & 8, Paper V.
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3.3.4 Experimental Results
The main test for any new instrument is to evaluate its performance in a well constrained
manner against reliable predictions. When it comes to ice nucleation, the evaluation possi-
bilities are rather limited. In fact, no theory is yet able to reliably predict the nucleating
conditions of given particles and inter-instrumental comparisons come with added uncer-
tainty. The only references that can be used within the reachable temperature conditions
of the PINCii instrument (-55°C < Tlam < -5°C) are the homogeneous freezing onset of
pure water at T ≈ -37°C, RHliq = 100% [64, 86] and the homogeneous freezing of solutions
described by Koop theory [64]. Although these are the references for ice nucleation, previ-
ous instruments have consistently shown deviations from the predictions as summarized in
Welti et al., 2020 [127]. These deviations have partly been attributed to kinetically limited
ice crystal growth at cold temperatures [105, 127] and to instrumental uncertainties.
Paper V shows that similar deviations from the Koop theory were initially observed but
these deviations could be explained and corrected by considering kinetically limited ice
crystals growth [105, 127] as well as the non-reversible characteristic of ice nucleation (Fig.
10, Paper V). Welti et al., 2020 [127] showed that kinetically limited ice crystals growth
becomes an issue for the SPIN chamber in the homogeneous freezing regime because ice
crystals may not grow large enough to be detectable in the OPC size threshold assigned
to their detection. Such observations are confirmed in our experiments where ice crystals
are not detected in the dp ≥ 5µm size bin but can be observed if the threshold is lowered
to 3 µm (Fig. 10 (b), Paper V). However, this artifact alone does not completely explain
the deviations from the Koop theory and Paper V shows that the other part of the problem
lays within Tlam/RHlam uncertainties to which particles are exposed when travelling through
the chamber. In fact, because homogeneous freezing is a nucleation process occurring
well above the equilibrium vapour pressure of the created ice phase (see position of the
homogeneous freezing onset in Fig. 6 from Paper V or in Fig. 3.9 below), it is not
reversible. If the sampled particles are exposed to Tlam/RHlam anomalies that may trigger
their activation to ice crystals, the formed ice crystals will keep growing in the chamber
even if they are further exposed to conditions well below their activation onset.
This is shown in Fig. 3.8, where the homogeneous freezing of a natural salt sample collected
in the Qaidam basin (China) and size selected at 200 nm is presented. In panel (a), the
ice crystal concentration emerging from the chamber is presented in a conventional way
against the average lamina conditions recorded inside the chamber, with the size threshold
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for detecting ice crystals set at 3 µm in order to account for kinetically limited ice crystals
growth. This method of treating data results in an observed homogeneous freezing onset
below the theoretical prediction [64]. When zooming into the first data point exceeding the
background concentration (circled data point) and thus capturing the first homogeneous
freezing onset record at Tlam = -50°C, panel (b) shows the spread in the lamina conditions
to which particles were exposed while travelling through the main chamber. This spread
represents the lamina uncertainties for this specific data point and shows that particles were
exposed to T/RH conditions above the theoretical homogeneous freezing onset (data point
above the dashed line in panel (b)) and that this one anomaly may be responsible for the
observed freezing. In panel (c), a vector analysis is performed so that for every OPC record,
the various lamina conditions measured along the chamber are analyzed in order to identify
the condition most likely to have triggered nucleation (closest point from the Koop line if
all data points are below it and the furthest above the Koop line if one or more data points
are measured above it). When the ice crystals counts are plotted against the extreme lamina
conditions recorded (c) rather than the average (a), a much better fit to the homogeneous
freezing onset is found. This method of analyzing ice nucleation data was confirmed using
two natural salt samples from the Qaidam basin and two sodium chloride duplicates (Fig.
3.9).
The PINCii was also evaluated with respect to heterogeneous freezing, deliquescence and
droplet nucleation in order to evaluate its capabilities over the entire range of achievable
Tlam/RHlam conditions (Fig. 6 from Paper V). The recorded onsets of these nucleation
processes are summarized in Fig. 3.9 and compared to their predictions. All the results
are in very good agreement to their respective predictions, thus showing the reliability
of the PINCii instrument. The main uncertainties (background, particle loss and lamina
conditions) were also assessed and quantified. It was shown that PINCii can maintain
background concentrations ≤ 0.12counts · L-1 for 5.5 h under strong forcing conditions
(Tlam = -50◦C and RHice,lam = 155%). These background values are significantly lower than
those reported from previous chambers [19] and largely the result of the very specific icing
method presented in § 3.3.3. Whether or not this method is applicable to other CFDCs
remains uncertain but it is clear that PINCii is an instrument well suited to sample in
environments with low INP concentrations. The instrument showed negligible particle
loss (e.g., Fig. 14 from Paper V) and the lamina spread was estimated around 9% using
the strongest relevant temperature gradient. The uncertainties in Tlam and RHlam recorded
during the droplet nucleation, homogeneous freezing and particle loss experiments are
presented in Fig. 16, Paper V.
















































Figure 3.8: In Panel (a) the concentration of aerosols > 3 µm observed to exit the chamber is plotted
against the average temperature and humidity conditions measured along the lamina. Panel (b)
shows the details of the first data point exceeding 5 counts · L−1 at T ≈ -50◦C where all the measured
lamina conditions are plotted as individual data points on the phase diagram thus showing the various
conditions to which particles are exposed while travelling along the lamina. Panel (c) presents the
same data as Panel (a) but showing aerosol concentration against the extreme lamina conditions that
particles travelled through rather than the average. Extreme conditions are determined by doing a
vector analysis to identify the data point closest to the Koop line if all data points are found below the
Koop line or identifying the data point furthest above the Koop line if several data points are recorded
above it.
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Figure 3.9: Summary of the activation onsets measured in the droplet nucleation, homogeneous
freezing, deliquescence and droplet breakthrough experiments. Activation onsets are defined as




"I have not failed. I have successfully discovered 10 000 things that will not work."
Thomas Edison.
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4.1 Pre-Deliquescence
The first part of this thesis has presented a pre-deliquescence theory and its capacity to
represent hygroscopicity measurements of NaCl particles using a set of physically realistic
parameters. This suggests that the adsorption of water layers on soluble particles may be the
result of a combination of dissolved ions, and intermolecular forces which in sum permit
the meta-stability of the observed condensed water. As the theory is currently presented,
it leaves three parameters (surface charge, hamaker constant and layer concentration) as
free parameters to match experimental observations. As shown in Figure 2.3, the layer
concentration can be parameterized as a function of particle size, thus leaving the possibility
to constrain surface charge and hamaker constant in order to present a theory that will be
able to not only reproduce but also predict the hygroscopicity of given compounds. The use
of such an equation could thus be found in the simulation of pre-deliquescence systems
within atmospheric modelling.
The pre-deliquescence theory has only been tested for a pure NaCl system, further studies
could extend the theory to other pure salts and maybe to mixed-inorganic systems and/or
account for the presence of organics within the mixture. This will render the theory more
representative of atmospheric particulate. This theory may also have implications within the
persistence of arctic mixed phase clouds and the suggested extension to the WBF process
may partially explain the longevity of the liquid phase within certain scenarios. A more
comprehensive study experimentally showing the diffusion of water vapor from the ice to
pre-deliquesced particles and constraining the T/RH conditions where this process may be
relevant would make light on the potential of the given hypothesis.
Experimental observations using the APXPS method have revealed chemical and phys-
ical processes taking place on the surface of pre-deliquesced salts. A sodium deple-
tion is observed on the surface of a sodium acetate sample after completing a deliques-
cence/efflorenscence cycle. This depletion is attributed to a formation of acetic acid and its
selective enrichment to the liquid/gas interface. Furthermore, novel chemistry is observed
at the surface of an ammonium sulfate sample whereby numerous intermediate species are
observed. We also show that the chemical mechanism responsible to the formation of the
observed species is facilitated within the pre-deliquesced film. Given the abundance of
sodium acetate and ammonium sulfate in the atmosphere and the wide RH range where
pre-deliquescesced particles can be found, these findings may have important atmospheric
chemistry implications.
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4.2 Ice Nucleation and PINCii
This second theme has presented the development of the new Portable Ice Nucleation
Chamber II - PINCii and evaluated its latest iteration. I have shown that the PINCii chamber
successfully reproduces droplet formation, deliquescence, homogeneous and heterogeneous
freezing processes with very good accuracy.
I also showed that consistent deviations observed between the Koop theory [64] and experi-
mental data [105, 127] may be understood by accounting for the temperature anomalies
found along the chamber walls. Homogeneous freezing occurs well above the equilibrium
vapor pressure of ice. Therefore newly frozen droplets are found in a strongly super-
saturated environment and quickly grow in size. In the chamber, if Tlam/RHlam anomalies
trigger homogeneous freezing, the formed crystals will keep growing whether or not they
are further exposed to Tlam/RHlam conditions beyond the homogeneous freezing onset.
When plotting observed nucleated ice crystals counts against the extreme lamina conditions
rather than the conventional average measured throughout the chamber, data showed a
much better agreement with the homogeneous freezing onset.
These findings also bring to light the potentially biased way ice nucleation data is currently
treated within the community. I suggest that this bias is applicable not only to homogeneous
freezing but to most CFDC experiments. In fact, ice nucleation, whether it is homogeneous
freezing, deposition freezing, immersion freezing, contact freezing etc. is a non-reversible
process occurring in strongly super-saturated conditions with respect to ice. This hints that
other ice nucleation measurements may be subject to the same bias. This is however hard
to prove because ice nucleation is currently not well constrained and unlike homogeneous
freezing which is well represented through the Koop theory [64], heterogeneous processes
do not have clear theoretical representations.
The main uncertainties of the chamber were also addressed while showing PINCii’s low
background signal compared to its predecessors. This benefit makes it an instrument of
choice to measure in environments with low INP concentrations.
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4.3 Concluding Remarks
This thesis work has tried to shed light on molecular level processes related to the physics
and chemistry of atmospheric aerosols. We suggested a simple thermodynamic model
able to explain and capture the evolution of pure salt particles in the atmosphere. If better
constrained and extended to represent relevant atmospheric particle compositions, this
model may have the potential to be implemented within atmospheric models to represent
the equilibrium state of soluble particles with changing environmental conditions. We have
also shown that the pre-deliquescence state can be a medium for aqueous chemistry and
can facilitate certain chemical reactions. Given that soluble particles are the second most
abundant aerosol particle species [71] and that pre-deliquescence can cover a very wide
range of RH/T conditions [14], these findings may have implications in the way atmospheric
surface chemistry is treated. Finally, we have developed the PINCii instrument. A new
ice nucleation chamber that improves on common limitations from previous generations.
The instrument is transportable, can be used as either a CCN or IN counter, covers a wide
range of tropospheric conditions and shows a background signal significantly lower than
previous generations. Finally, experimental evaluation of the instrument has revealed the
presence of a potential bias in the way ice nucleation data is currently treated within the
community. This finding may change the conventional way in which ice nucleation results
are analyzed.
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